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01
JAPANESE EMBASSY 
WEBSITE REDESIGN

Project overview
The project brief was to design 
or redesign a website, with 
a focus on Information 
Architecture.  I chose to 
redesign the Japanese embassy 
website, focussing on the 
consular services pages for its 
nationals in the UK.  (For ease 
of understanding, this is shown 
only in English.)

Process
To better understand the user, 
domain expert interviews were 
conducted with four non-
European participants on the 
subject of embassies in the 
context of living overseas.

After a first iteration of the 
domain model was created,  
I carried out a content inventory 
of other embassy websites to 
confirm no major omissions.  
This final model was used 
to help understand how 
information is linked and the 
kinds of user interactions that 
might occur.
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JAPANESE EMBASSY 
WEBSITE REDESIGN

Process (continued)
With a clearer understanding 
of the domain and website 
requirements, elements and 
pages were considered and an 
(online) open card sort was 
carried out with ten participants.  
This helped clear up several 
elements of the site structure  
but was mainly used to  
improve labelling.

Tree testing with additional 
participants was used to refine 
the final sitemap.
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JAPANESE EMBASSY 
WEBSITE REDESIGN

Process (continued)
A number of different 
navigations are used to satisfy 
the different expectations of 
the diverse user group.  
To allow more focus on content, 
the fi nal design features an 
‘inverted L’ navigation 
(a horizontal global navigation 
bar at the top and a contextual, 
secondary navigation of the 
left).  ‘Breadcrumbs’ are used 
to indicate a user’s current 
location on the website.  Search 
with Autocomplete gives instant 
results (using recognition over 
recall to facilitate the search).

Unlike many websites, the 
embassy homepage (shown as 
Wireframe 0.0) does not need 
to clutter the page with pictures 
and advertising and can focus 
entirely on content.  Therefore 
all the primary and secondary 
level menu options are shown 
on the page, whilst keeping 
a focus on a clean, simple 
aesthetic design.  The majority 
of pages are within 2 clicks of 
the homepage.

Evaluation was carried out 
with the original ‘domain 
experts’; click testing was 
done using scenarios and 
tasks, using the mocked-up 
wireframes.  This confi rmed 
fi ndability and discoverability 
were good, labelling and 
parent/child taxonomies were 
clear, navigation was quick and 
straightforward.  However, a few 
areas for further consideration 
were identifi ed.
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Appendix D: Wireframes 

Wireframe 0.0 (Homepage) 

!  

Wireframe 1.0 (Consular Services landing page) 

!  

01 Header bar featuring predictive search present on all pages

02 Clear site introduction page and welcome message to Japanese citizens

03 All primary and secondary level navigation options are displayed, giving users a clear overview of the site

04 Footer bar present on all pages

05 Mailing list sign-up box present in footer on all pages

06 Horizontal navigation bar as primary, global navigation; lists main 5 menu categories; hover-over changes colour

07 Local navigation shows the user pages around the current one; makes up the ‘inverted L’ navigation

08 Section landing page gives a clear, brief indication of what each page is for and what users are likely to find there

09 ‘Lost or stolen passport’ link from here, in case users take the wrong route from the homepage

10 Additional link to mailing list; draws attention to the footer
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Wireframe 3.3 (Tourist information page) 

!  

Wireframe 5.2.2 (Japanese public holidays information page) 

!  

11 Breadcrumbs as complementary navigation, and to indicate current location

12 Secondary navigation also indicates current location (all other options hyperlinked)

13 Predictive search box with auto complete; provides search suggestions

14 Text links to other information that may be relevant to the user

15 Links to external sources

16 Interactive calendar widget included for clear visual reference; relevant dates highlighted

17 Common icon used for quick understanding

18 Options to interact with the data by creating a calendar entry
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JAPANESE EMBASSY 
WEBSITE REDESIGN

Process (continued)
This user journey envisages 
the different ways a user 
might find information about 
Japanese public holidays.  It 
reflects the number of pages, 
steps and decision points a 
typical user might take.
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02
CADBURY HOMEPAGE 
USABILITY EVALUATION

Project overview
The project brief was (1) to 
investigate the high bounce rate 
on the Cadbury homepage, 
(2) to investigate Cadbury’s 
two similar chocolate 
personalisation methods, and 
(3) to provide appropriate 
measures of usability and user 
experience for benchmarking 
purposes.  I decided that 
usability testing (evaluation 
with users) – the ‘gold standard’ 
– was the best way to achieve 
these aims.

The fi nal deliverables were a 
comprehensive evaluation 
report, and a client-facing 
presentation.

Process
Participants were recruited 
from a diverse demographic, 
and user testing was carried 
out.  Users were given tasks 
to achieve and encouraged 
to use the ‘think-aloud’ 
protocol.  All audio, video and 
on-screen data was recorded 
for subsequent analysis; I acted 
as moderator during the testing.  
At the end of the sessions, 
questionnaires were 
handed out.

All usability issues were 
tabulated and ranked according 
to severity.  Questionnaire 
data indicated the overall 
user experience.  Specifi c 
recommendations were then 
made for improvements.
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That’s quite interesting!“ ”
I like the recipe thing, 

I think that’s actually quite cool.
“ ”

It’s something new; I wouldn’t 
have thought that I’d go to buy 
Dairy Milk to make cupcakes.

“
”

ID Issue description Severity
4.8 Lack of feedback when item added to basket, causes significant delays 

and frustration
3

4.9 Personalisation option not easy to find 3
4.10 “Now personalise” button leads directly to “500” error page, user cannot 

continue
4

4.11 Not sure what the personalisation options are, despite going through the 
process; lack of examples or explanation cause confusion

3

4.13 Initial text entered is too long to be displayed on the chocolate but the 
system still allows half the text to be displayed; rectification options are 
not clear, only a message “Select” option is available, not what the users 
expect

4

4.16 Front/back tabs don’t seem to have any purpose/functionality and cause 
frustration

3

4.18 Error message to “choose an image for the front of the packaging” is too 
small and users don’t notice; don’t know what to do

4

4.19 User attempts to add a message to the bar but “Save message” leads to 
a “500” error page

4

FINDINGS: CADBURY GIFTS DIRECT 

Number of responses
Negative_ _Positive

Usability
1. This website is easy to use.
2. It is easy to navigate within the website.
3. I enjoy using the website.
4. I am able to find what I need quickly on this website.
Credibility
5. This website has a clear purpose.
6. I feel comfortable purchasing from this website.
7. I can count on the information I get on this website.
8. I feel confident conducting business with this website.
9. The information on this website is valuable.
Appearance
10. I find the website to be attractive.
11. The website has a clean and simple presentation.
Loyalty
12. I will likely return to this website in future.
13. How likely are you to recommend this website to a
      friend or colleague?

QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK 

and frustration
4.9 Personalisation option not easy to find

4.10 “Now personalise” button leads directly to “500” error page, user cannot 
continue

4.11 Not sure what the personalisation options are, despite going through the 
process; lack of examples or explanation cause confusion

4.13 Initial text entered is too long to be displayed on the chocolate but the 
system still allows half the text to be displayed; rectification options are 
not clear, only a message “Select” option is available, not what the users 
expect

4.16 Front/back tabs don’t seem to have any purpose/functionality and cause 
frustration

4.18 Error message to “choose an image for the front of the packaging” is too 
small and users don’t notice; don’t know what to do

4.19 User attempts to add a message to the bar but “Save message” leads to 
a “500” error page

USABILITY ISSUES TABULATED 
Usability concerns from the raw data were identified and grouped by error location. 
According to best practice guidelines , problems have been ranked from 1 to 4, according to 14

severity, as follows: 
1. Minor: The problem occurs intermittently, can be circumvented easily, or is cosmetic.  

Possible issue but unlikely to hinder the user. 
2. Moderate: The user will be able to use the product in most cases, but will take moderate 

effort to get around the problem. 
3. Severe: The user will attempt to use the product but will be severely hindered. 
4. Unusable: The user cannot or will not use a part of the product because of the way the 

system has been designed/implemented.  User is prevented from going further. 

ID Issue description Participant Severity

Homepage (cadbury.co.uk)

0.1 Expresses dislike and annoyance with intrusive cookie bar at top of website P4 1

0.2 Cluttered visual appearance making it difficult to identify what the website is 
about

P6 1

0.3 Garish colour scheme in both foreground and background (contributes to 
poor visibility)

P1, P6 1

0.4 The dominant image is a taxi promotion which is confusing and unexpected. P1, P2, P3,  
P4, P5, P6

1

0.5 The text on the tabbed images is partially obscured unless the mouse is 
hovered over (unclear and illegible)

P2, P4 1

0.6 Users misunderstand “Favourites” carousel for representing entire product 
portfolio

P4, P5 2

Task 1: nutritional information

1.1 Filtering doesn’t seem to work for Easter products: Creme Egg not shown in 
options

P1 2

1.2 Nutritional information is partially hidden and requires an additional click to 
display, user expresses frustration

P1, P2,  
P3, P4

1

1.3 Incorrect nutritional information received due to participants tending to 
notice the 100g information first and interpreting this as the correct 
response; small text on product nutritional information and purple on purple 
background

P1, P4, P5 3

1.4 Expects to find Creme Egg in Favourites carousel on homepage P4 1

1.5 Share’ links on product page only allow user to Tweet (etc.) directly links to 
the website; meaningless functionality

P4 1

Task 2: contact details

2.1 Too many contact options, nothing that says ‘feedback’ or ‘complaints’ or 
anything relevant to the user, takes time to select an option

P1, P2, P3,  
P4, P5, P6

4

 Rubin, J. and Chisnell, D. Handbook of Usability Testing. Wiley Publishing, USA, 2008.14
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12. I will likely return to this website in future.
13. How likely are you to recommend this website to a
      friend or colleague?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Detractors Neutral Promoters

Q13.	 How likely are you to recommend this website  
to a friend or colleague?

(Net Promoter Score® system measurement)

QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK 

↖ tabulated usability issues

↓ some quotes from users (it wasn’t all bad!)

↓ questionnaire fi ndings

↑ screenshots identifying usability problems
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ID# Issue WCAG Description Recommendation

1.7 No shortcuts are 
provided for the 
user to skip to 
the main 
content on the 
page

2.4.1 
(A)

Links to skip repeated page 
elements such as navigation links, 
help users who navigate 
sequentially to quickly get to the 
main content (users with no visual 
impairment can choose to ignore 
the repeated information and 
quickly direct their attention 
elsewhere).  For example, screen 
reader users visiting multiple pages 
(e.g. in the booking process) 
should have options to skip the 
header content of each page.

Include a “Skip to main content” 
link at the top of the page (can be 
invisible to most users; usually the 
first link the user tabs to).

1.8 No error support 
is given if dates 
are input in the 
wrong order

3.3.3 
(AA)

The return date input date picker 
starts with today’s date, not a date 
after the outbound date, as might 
be expected.  It is possible to 
enter a date before the outbound 
date; clicking “Book now” merely 
reloads the current page. 
Subsequently entering valid dates 
seems to give the following error 
message at the top of the next 
page: “The return date must be 
next to the outbound date”.  
However, this doesn’t appear to 
impede subsequent functionality.

To reduce input error, the return 
date should be by default the date 
immediately after travel (or one 
week later may also be apt).  Form 
validation should occur instantly, 
with errors visually emphasised 
and messages displayed clearly so 
that the user can make the 
necessary correction. 
Sound functionality could also be 
added to focus attention. 
Error messages should be clear 
and relevant, and (obviously) only 
displayed when there is an actual 
error!  It is not clear in what 
context “The return date must be 
next to the outbound date” would 
be a valid message.
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03
TERRAVISION WEBSITE 
ACCESSIBILITY AUDIT

Project overview
Approximately 20% of people 
have a disability, and therefore 
represent a signifi cant minority 
of users (whose needs often 
aren’t considered).  With 
this in mind, I undertook an 
accessibility audit of the 
airport transfers reservation 
process on the Terravision 
website. The website was tested 
for compliance with W3C’s 
Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0, with 
a conformance target of at least 
Level A.

Process
Automated validation tools 
were used to check the 
website’s coding and syntax, 
while a complementary manual 
evaluation was carried out in 
parallel.  Testing was done 
considering no sight (using 
a screen reader), no sound 
(speakers off) and no mouse 
(keyboard only), considering the 
many ways users may access 
the website.

Results were tabulated and 
problems ranked by severity.  All 
fi ndings were compiled into a 
client-facing report, which 
included annotated screenshots 
to aid comprehension.
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Summary 
This report details an accessibility audit of the airport transfers reservation process on the Terravision 
website (http://www.terravision.eu/).  The website is tested for compliance with W3C’s Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 , with a conformance target of at least Level A (ideally Level AA). 1

The below findings demonstrate that Level A conformance is not achieved any of the pages tested 
(conformance can only be satisfied if the entire page meets the guidelines).  This report therefore 
identifies and explains the problems found, rates them for severity, and provides specific 
recommendations to meet the guidelines.  Implementing the recommended changes will likely 
improve usability for all users, not only those with specific accessibility needs. 

Methodology 
In order to carry out a comprehensive review, a semi-automated review was carried out on the 
website; automated validation tools were used to check the website’s coding and syntax (HTML, 
CSS), and a complementary manual evaluation was carried out in parallel. 

The review checked one page at a time, and was roughly based upon the Web Accessibility Initiative’s 
‘Preliminary Review’ , to find the most serious and frequent problems first.  Testing was carried out 2

with no sight (using a screen reader), no sound (speakers off), and no mouse (keyboard only), 
considering the many ways users may access the website.  Finally, page elements which had not 
been already investigated were manually checked against the remaining WCAG 2.0 criteria .   3

These were rated for severity on a 3-point scale, denoting minor, moderate and severe problems. 

SCOPE 
This review focusses on the bus reservation process and therefore the following web pages and web 
page states were audited: 

1. Homepage 
2. Bus Transfer page (to review results; accessed through search form on home page) 
3. Checkout: login/registration page 
4. Checkout: payment page 

The audit focuses on the above English-language pages only. 

CONFORMANCE TARGET 
This report tests the website against a minimum WCAG 2.0 conformance of Level A (indicating the 
most basic web accessibility features).  It also tests against Level AA, which addresses the most 
common barriers for disabled users.  4

 http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG/1

 http://www.w3.org/WAI/eval/preliminary.html2

 http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/3

 http://www.buyaccessible.gov/content/WCAG-conformance4
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3. CHECKOUT LOGIN / REGISTRATION PAGE 

2.5 Selecting a bus 
reloads the 
page

3.2.2 
(A)

When a user selects a bus to add 
it to the cart, the page is reloaded, 
returning the user to the top of the 
page.  This is especially tricky for 
users with screen readers who 
must now navigate again through 
the page to get to the return bus 
options, or to continue to payment

Selecting a bus should not force 
the page to reload and the user 
lose position.  This functionality 
should be recoded accordingly.

2.6 The focus state 
of page 
elements is not 
obvious

2.4.7 
(AA) 
1.4.3 
(AA)

Keyboard focus is indicated with a 
light grey thin line and is therefore 
difficult to see.

As per the homepage, elements 
should be made clearly visible 
when the user tabs through the 
web page (see 1.5).

2.7 Button text is in 
all capitals

Best 
practice

As well as various header text, 
button text is sometimes in 
capitals, e.g. “ADD”.  The screen 
reader reads this as A-D-D.

Avoid using capitals for stylistic 
purposes (see 1.13).

ID# Issue WCAG Description Recommendation

ID# Issue WCAG Description Recommendation

3.1 ‘Breadcrumb’-
style menu 
indicates the 
previous page 
as “City Tour”

2.4.6 
(AA)

This should indicate the user’s 
current location within the website, 
but this error suggests the user 
has come from somewhere else, 
potentially unnerving users

This should be changed as per the 
suggestion above (see 2.1).

3.2 Screen reader 
cannot easily 
progress 
through page

2.1.2 
(A)

Screen reader must read out 260 
country phone codes to proceed 
through the “Register” section 
(though it is possible to use screen 
reader shortcuts to jump section), 
making registration very frustrating.

Use correct form markup (see 
1.11, 3.3) and allow screen reader 
users to be able to easily skip past 
the phone drop-down.

3.3 Incomplete form 
markup across 
the page

4.1.2 
(A) 

Users with Assistive Technology 
rely on correct markup to navigate 
the page, in particular when 
entering information in forms (to 
verify data is being entered in the 
right place).

Correct HTML markup is required. 
Field labels require label for=“” 
and id=“” attributes assigned to 
each; the contents of each “” 
should match for each field.

3.4 Non-text 
components: 
1. Facebook link 

reads only as 
“connect” 

2. “Dimmed, 
horizontal 
separator” is 
read out

1.1.1 
(A)

The screen reader only reads the 
“Connect” text but ignores the 
Facebook logo; visually impaired 
users therefore would struggle to 
understand what this referred to. 
Separators like a dotted line 
should not be verbalised by screen 
readers.

The Facebook logo should 
normally have “Facebook” alt text, 
however it is unclear why there 
needs to be a Facebook link within 
the log-in or registration boxes, so 
it is recommended these are 
removed. 
Separators should have null  
alt text (see 0.2).

3.5 Luminosity 
contrast

1.4.3 
(AA)

As per all pages, certain text 
elements do not have sufficient 
contrast on the grey background.

See previous recommendations 
(0.4, 1.3, 2.3).
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04
STREET ART EXPLORATION  
DEVICE DESIGN

Project overview
This was a group project to 
design a device to support  
the exploration of an open- 
air cultural destination.  

We decided to focus on  
group-led tours of street art,  
in and around Brick Lane in 
East London.

Process
We started off by undertaking 
user research.  This consisted 
of carrying out a number of 
preliminary observations of 
tourists to Brick Lane (using 
notebooks and cameras).  
With a basic understanding 
of users, we prepared some 
questionnaires to be used  
in semi-structured interviews, 
and we carried out further 
observations and participated  
in a number of guided tours.  
We spoke to participants, 
guides and artists to try to 
understand the kinds of users, 
and their goals.

The resulting data was then 
tabulated to facilitate analysis, 
and from this, we identified our 
main user observations, which 
were written on sticky notes and 
grouped.  We then agreed on 
the main themes occurring from 
our initial research.

↑ observing tour group behaviour

↖ grouping user observations

13-Nov-2014 13-Nov-2014 15-Nov-2014 15-Nov-2014 15-Nov-2014 16-Nov-2014 16-Nov-2014 16-Nov-2014 16-Nov-2014 16-Nov-2014 16-Nov-2014

Interviewer James James Johannes Johannes Johannes Vik Vik Bhav Bhav Bhav Bhav

No of people (in group) 1 2 1 1 3 2 2 5 5 5 5

From Florida, USA Mexico UK UK Germany France UK Hungary Hungary Hungary Hungary

Languages English Spanish English, Spanish (basics) English, German (basics) Engish, German French, English English Hungarian, English, French Hungarian, English, Germa English, Hungarian, German, Italian English, Hungarian, Spanis

Age 45 22 ~35 ~45 ~20 ~55 ~25 28 28 28 34

Questions

1. Why did you decide to
come on this tour?

Came before on a visit to
London 2 years ago (first time);
it piqued interest in street art
and was keen to come back

Are graphic design students
on an exchange programme;
hoping to research street art
for inspiration

Has been in the area before,
but felt need for guide and
additional information, "didnt
know which way to go to see
sth"

Likes street art, interest in modern
culture, explore alternative, hidden
spots when travelling

2nd time on the tour,
recommendation by friends,
street art is cool, get to know
local stuff, interested in art Loves art and street art in particular Something to do in London!

She came with her brother,
as a recommendation. And
wanted to discover.

Like her sister said. they
came to visit the brother
and do something different.

He's Hungarian but lives in London
and his friends came to visit him so he
wanted to show something different
and cool

It's the second time he was
going to the tour. Heard it
from a friend, and through
the tour he was hoping to
discover new things.
(because is not
permanent!).

2. How much did you know
about street art before the
tour?

Not much before last time, but
quite a bit this time (since the
last tour bought several books,
visited artists' websites, came
with a wish to see specific
artists' work)

A bit (styles etc.) but nothing
about artists themselves famous stuff, banksy

explored a variety of street art while
travelling belgrade, sarajevo, but
basically can be found everywhere

art classes at school, banksy-
movie "exit through the gift shop"

Quite a bit.  Lives in Paris and has
seen a great deal of street art there.
Followed a few different artists on
smartphone apps, including Banksy. Not much at all. Not much at all Not much

He knew just the famous artists like
Banksy and he came to see more
through a friend's recommendation

What he heard from the
first tour. So, not very much
(before that)

3. Are you planning to share
the photos you took?

No. Doesn't know other people
who are interested. Not involved
in social media. Will keep
photos for personal use.

Primarily for research for
personal/academic use, but
will share some photos on
Instagram and Facebook.
Took some photos with a big
SLR and other selfies using a
GoPro on a stick!

keep them on phone, not that
much into sharing photos on fb
+ co anymore facebook

blog about her au pair in london,
share w/ friends + family Wasn't taking any photos

Yes, to her family and
friends when she goes back
to Hungary Yes. Yes. He thinks is cool.

Yes. He shared the tour, he
also commented in trip
advisor! So, he was happy
to promote to see this kind
of stuff and share it to more
people.

4. Have you documented the
tour any other way? Lots of note taking (artist info). No

notes on phone, noted down
location, recognized changes
to last visit

No, took pictures of signs (street
signs?)

names of artists, inspiration for
ideas, slogans Not really

Not really, but she will try to
remember the artists name
or ask her friends / family

He took lots of pictures and wrote
some artists names

Yes, the wrote all the
names of the artists and
then looked up later online.
And also some of the
history, he's planning to
read later on.

5. Would you consider to
follow an artist online?

Interested in websites but not
really in social media (Instagram
etc.). More interested in
physical books.

Yes (but hadn't until I asked
them)

just some research to get to
know a few names, and be
able to recognize their works,
be able to talk about

interested in whats going on, tours,
new pieces of art, no particular site,
but somehow comes across that
stuff on the internet

probably yes, might have a look
at instagram - did not so far

Yes, as said they do.  They followed
maps of Banksy art.

Yes. She would like to see
the artists art in different
cities. Yes. Yes. Through social media Yes

6. Are you planning to
explore further later?

Will research online and may
explore streets a little more if
time is available. Probably at some point

not really, just if she sees sth
on the way

yes, half planned (via map, sites to
visit), half exploration

just keep the eyes open to catch
sth evtl

Yes. They were looking for more,
and were going to continue looking
around London.

Yes, this group was actually
going to explore further,
and see more art around
the area.

Yes, this group was actually
going to explore further,
and see more art around
the area.

Yes, this group was actually going to
explore further, and see more art
around the area.

Yes, this group was
actually going to explore
further, and see more art
around the area. Him
particularly moved to
London some months ago,
so he wanted to come here
every weekend to explore

7. Would you have liked to
receive further information on
the tour?

Would have helped but took lots
of notes so not really necessary

Yes - maps would have been
especially useful. Unlikely to
be able to retrace the route by
themselves and would like to
know exactly where they went.
Were interested in the artist
information but took no notes
so difficult to find online
(although it may be possible
by describing the art) nope

handout might be interesting, but
basically there to absorb the pieces
on site

nope, alternativelondon website
provides sth?

There were many other pieces that
they walked by that they would've
like to heard about.

Yes. More information
about other kind of arts they
saw but the tour guide didn't
explain. She was expecting
to get more info about that.

Yes, a list of artists. Or
some recommendation to
continue exploring by
herself Yes, some links info maybe

Yes, he would have liked to
have a map to discover
new art after the tour. (like
the story of Invader, mark
the points in the map and
you'll have a drawing)

8. What have you liked the
most? Everything

The variety of the art on
display

pay as much as you like,
appreciate the tour in that way

pleasent pace, not to rushy, nice
guide

authentic, easy-going, very well
organized, pay as much as you
like, 2h were perfect, variety of
very different pieces of art -
sculptures, tags,...

It allowed them to see things that
you might miss.

The loads of information about the
history and the textures involved in
street art

She liked that the guide
was explaining interesting
and unusual facts about the
art. Not only pointing the
places.

The history of the Bluff art,
and the mushroom art!

The history about the cannon,
basically the historical part of the tour.
Also spotting small things / art in
secret places.

In the art: The stick
drawing.
In the tour: The way how
the tour guide talks about
the art before showing it, so
people is expectant.

9. What have you liked the
least? - would have liked to see more -

They talked to fast, and didn't always
focus on the pieces they wanted to
hear about.  They also didn't always
understand him due to language
barriers.

Not enough time at each piece -
want to take pictures.

She was expecting to have
more information about the
rest of the art they were
passing through. The modern buildings

That the building was going to be
destructed. So, that art was going to
be destroyed.

Dissapointment, because
he already saw the stuff,
and he thought that the art
would be gone, so he
would see new things. but
the art is still there.
(replacement of temporary
things, see if ephemeral)

10. Other comments
Likes to paint; uses street art for
inspiration -

photographs are categorized in
'buildings', 'people', 'events', 'other
stuff' - where street art goes into
'other' - likes that 'other' in
particular, street art is 'weird +
wonderful'

engl no prob, appropriate
loudness, slang/terms interesting
(buffing,...)

They were there for the experience
and usually went to look for street art
on their own.

She liked the experience a
lot

Create a bit oriented, there
are many things to see, so
have a tour for the art,
other for historical, do
different routes.

↑ tabulated interview data (excerpt)
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04
STREET ART EXPLORATION 
DEVICE DESIGN

Process (continued)
Our observations and other 
research helped us identify 
user groups, which we then 
developed into personas.  
These refl ected the major 
needs and expectations of 
our potential users and were 
constant sources of reference 
for all subsequent project 
tasks.  Several scenarios were 
developed for each persona to 
establish concrete contexts.

To develop requirements, we 
identifi ed recurring patterns and 
themes from our user research, 
and using the personas and 
scenarios.  We used online 
tools Stormboard and Trello 
to store, group and develop 
these ideas.

NAME AGE OCCUPATION

Fabien 65 Retired Teacher
Fabien is a retired politics teacher and visiting London with his wife. They are spending 
two weeks staying with friends and enjoy discovering new alternative tourist locations. 
They live in Marseilles where they have taken an interest in the local street art scene, 
and they are keen to broaden their horizons. They have two sons who have both left 
home. Fabien enjoys travelling and has a higher than average disposable income.

THE RETIRED ENTHUSIAST

1. Fabien wants to know the importance of this place and the reason of the art, so he starts asking questions to the 
guide but he realises that it is a bit hard to understand the guide’s accent. Even though he is suffering a bit, he is 
very engaged with the environment so he manages to get the information from the guide.

2. The tour is finished and Fabien is enamoured with a Roa piece - he can touch it.  He wants to find more about this 
artist, but isn’t too sure who to talk to about it. He asks his wife if they’d like dinner and she agrees.  Fabein wants 
to go to a place that the tour guide had pointed out - a Bangladeshi restaurant that supported street art. They 
can’t really remember where it is, but amble down the street, taking in some more sights, in the hope they will 
come across it.

3. Fabien is starting to get tired. The tour has been going on for nearly two hours and his feet hurt and are wet. 
Fabien’s notes are getting wet too - the rain isn’t letting up.  How’s he going to remember what artists he likes if his 
notes are all wet? He catches up to the tour guide, who is up ahead of the group and asks him about the artist they 
just saw.  “That was Jonsey”, the guide says, “If you want more information, check out his website”.  “Jonsey”, 
Fabien thinks. How do you spell that? Fabien nods at the tour guide and thanks him.  As they cross a street, a 
car whizzes by, nearly striking Fabien, and splashing him with water.  Shaken, Fabien needs to find somewhere to 
sit. Where did his wife go? She was with him a minute ago. Oh well, Fabien rests outside a small curry shop for a 
minute.  But it’s too long and the tour guide has departed without him.

Scenarios

• Enjoys discovering different type of art  
(on the street and in galleries) 

• Likes sharing experiences with his wife
• Travels to discover new places
• Wants to remember or record places and artists

Context of usage

• Wants to take more pictures but the tour guide is 
moving faster than his expectations

• He wants to take note of the streets he’s walking in

Pain points

Owns a smartphone but uses few of the features; prefers 
taking semi professional pictures with his DSLR.

Technology attitude
No disability but he doesn’t like walking for long periods 
of time without a break.

Accessibility issues

Knows a little, mainly about the local scene in Marseille

Knowledge

He is keen to expand his knowledge of artists, and 
possibly buy a few prints to add to his small collection. 
Wants to have a nice day out walking the colourful 
streets of East London.

Motivation

There’s nothing new about street art. In one form  
or another it’s been around for thousands of years.“ ”

NAME AGE OCCUPATION

Sza 30 Tour Guide
Szabolcs (aka Sza) left his studies in arts at University of Fine Arts, Budapest, because he 
was annoyed by the way teaching and coursework was carried out. He wanted to do his 
own stuff and see different places. He lived in a commune in Berlin for 4 years, and got 
very interested in street art. When he felt he had to move on, he decided to move to 
London, where he is mostly working as a street artist now - earning his living as a tour 
guide, and working as a member of staff at a gallery.

THE TOUR GUIDE

1. Sza has a tour of 30 people.  He’s had a long day and didn’t get much sleep and is having difficulty keeping the 
tour group together. He only just started this tour, but people are moving slowly.  They are milling about taking a 
lot of pictures.  He checks the time - 2:30 pm - it’s already been half an hour and they’ve only looked at 3 pieces 
of street art.  People seem more interested in pieces he isn’t pointing out.  He needs to think of something to re-
engage the people. What’s important is the pieces in front of them - people are looking at their phones when the 
art is right in front of them! 

2. Sza has almost finished a small tour.  It’s dark and raining, and traffic is starting to pick up as people are starting to 
come home from work. The tour is tight and they seem interested and keen.  He has to consistently ensure that 
they are pushed to the next place. He’d rather get home in this lousy, cold weather, and he’s stressed out making 
sure no one will get run over.  Where is everyone? It seems like there’s fewer people now than there were at the 
beginning. He rifles through his backpack to try to find some pictures of previous art on the wall to keep them 
engaged. They’re a bit crumpled and though they squint at the pictures, the participants aren’t all that interested. 
Maybe he can show them something on his phone...

Scenarios

• Needs a way to ensure the tour group stays together
• Needs a way to ensure everyone’s needs are satisfied
• Needs a way to keep people engaged

Context of usage

• Feels as though people aren’t nearly as engaged as 
they should be

• Finds it difficult to ensure that everyone on the tour’s 
interest needs are met

• Struggles to keeping his group together, make his 
voice hear, and keep the group’s pace up

Pain points

He’s not really interested in technology; still uses an 
old Nokia phone. He has a somewhat negative attitude 
towards tech in general.

Technology attitude

None

Accessibility issues

Extremely high knowledge, especially for the local area

Knowledge

He is highly pasisionate about street art and loves the 
ephemerality of art.  He wants to protect street art and 
other local cultures from gentrification.

Motivation

This street is really important to not just street artists, 
but all the different communities in the area.“ ”

Szabolcs (aka Sza) left his studies in arts at University of Fine Arts, Budapest, because he 
was annoyed by the way teaching and coursework was carried out. He wanted to do his 
own stuff and see different places. He lived in a commune in Berlin for 4 years, and got 
very interested in street art. When he felt he had to move on, he decided to move to 
London, where he is mostly working as a street artist now - earning his living as a tour 
guide, and working as a member of staff at a gallery.

Sza has a tour of 30 people.  He’s had a long day and didn’t get much sleep and is having difficulty keeping the 
tour group together. He only just started this tour, but people are moving slowly.  They are milling about taking a 
lot of pictures.  He checks the time - 2:30 pm - it’s already been half an hour and they’ve only looked at 3 pieces 
of street art.  People seem more interested in pieces he isn’t pointing out.  He needs to think of something to re-
engage the people. What’s important is the pieces in front of them - people are looking at their phones when the 

Sza has almost finished a small tour.  It’s dark and raining, and traffic is starting to pick up as people are starting to 
come home from work. The tour is tight and they seem interested and keen.  He has to consistently ensure that 
they are pushed to the next place. He’d rather get home in this lousy, cold weather, and he’s stressed out making 
sure no one will get run over.  Where is everyone? It seems like there’s fewer people now than there were at the 
beginning. He rifles through his backpack to try to find some pictures of previous art on the wall to keep them 
engaged. They’re a bit crumpled and though they squint at the pictures, the participants aren’t all that interested. 

This street is really important to not just street artists, 
but all the different communities in the area.

NAME AGE OCCUPATION

Sara 15 School Student
Sara is here with her family on a trip from Barcelona. She’s excited to do just about 
anything in London. She likes the idea of the big city and is fairly cultured.  
She’s not too happy to be with her parents, but she’s always actively texting her friends.  
She loves to take pictures — selfies especially; despite being quite well-educated, 
she is fairly superficial. She always has her smartphone to-hand, and is active on social 
media (Instagram, Snapchat). She’s thinking about becoming an au pair after she 
finishes school.

THE YOUNG TOURIST

Banksy is sooo cool, I have to show this to my friends!“ ”

1. Sara is almost done with the tour. She’s excited because she’s taken lots of pictures of various street art.  She 
doesn’t really remember the names of the artists, but the art looks really cool in the pictures. She wants to text her 
friends back in Barcelona the pictures, and also post them on Instagram. Her parents keep talking to the tour guide 
though - and she’s more interested in looking at the pictures she took.

2. Sara is following her parents to a Roa on the tour. She is busy looking at her phone, however.  Whoops - she has to 
cross the road.  She wasn’t paying attention and now has fallen behind the tour.  The tour guide is gesturing for her 
to hurry up.   She catches up and looks at the art.  It’s a bird - she doesn’t really get it.  She looks to her parents. 
They look sternly at her for lagging behind. She can’t quite see over someone in front of her, so she scoots to the 
front and gets close to the art, she reaches for her phone to take a picture.  She can’t get the entire bird in the 
picture though, so she has to move back from the art. The tour guide is asking how old they think it is.  She has no 
idea. She stops listening and tries to post the photo on Instagram.

Scenarios

• she is kinda bored with her parents
• her parents thought it would be entertaining for her 

to take part in the tour
• misses her friends
• she likes visual elements to take pictures of

Context of usage

• tour is a bit long for her 
• isn’t engaged by historical info from tour guide
• long stretches of just “boring” street

Pain points

She is quite good with her iPhone and iPad, has high 
learnability and uses social media a lot.

Technology attitude

None

Accessibility issues

She has heard of Banksy

Knowledge

Her parents have brought her on this tour because they 
thought it might be something interesting to do, and 
have half a day to spend.  They thought it would interest 
their daughter.

Motivation

AGE OCCUPATION

15 School Student
Sara is here with her family on a trip from Barcelona. She’s excited to do just about 
anything in London. She likes the idea of the big city and is fairly cultured. 
She’s not too happy to be with her parents, but she’s always actively texting her friends. 
She loves to take pictures — selfies especially; despite being quite well-educated, 
she is fairly superficial. She always has her smartphone to-hand, and is active on social 
media (Instagram, Snapchat). She’s thinking about becoming an au pair after she 

Banksy is sooo cool, I have to show this to my friends! ”

Sara is almost done with the tour. She’s excited because she’s taken lots of pictures of various street art.  She 
doesn’t really remember the names of the artists, but the art looks really cool in the pictures. She wants to text her 
friends back in Barcelona the pictures, and also post them on Instagram. Her parents keep talking to the tour guide 
though - and she’s more interested in looking at the pictures she took.

Sara is following her parents to a Roa on the tour. She is busy looking at her phone, however.  Whoops - she has to 
cross the road.  She wasn’t paying attention and now has fallen behind the tour.  The tour guide is gesturing for her 
to hurry up.   She catches up and looks at the art.  It’s a bird - she doesn’t really get it.  She looks to her parents. 
They look sternly at her for lagging behind. She can’t quite see over someone in front of her, so she scoots to the 
front and gets close to the art, she reaches for her phone to take a picture.  She can’t get the entire bird in the 
picture though, so she has to move back from the art. The tour guide is asking how old they think it is.  She has no 
idea. She stops listening and tries to post the photo on Instagram.

• she is kinda bored with her parents
• her parents thought it would be entertaining for her 

to take part in the tour
• misses her friends
• she likes visual elements to take pictures of

Context of usage

• tour is a bit long for her 
• isn’t engaged by historical info from tour guide
• long stretches of just “boring” street

Pain points

None

Accessibility issues

NAME AGE OCCUPATION

Todd 22 Student
Todd grew up in Bristol but left right after high school. He is very interested into arts, 
drawing, which is why he decided to study graphic design at LCC. Loves to explore 
and travel and find inspiration for his work. He spent a gap year in the US, worked as 
a social worker in L.A.  He likes to share his work on his Tumblr and Instagram, and is 
involved in a few online and offline artistic communities. Todd lives in a shared flat in 
north London.

THE STUDENT

1. Todd just finished the tour - fantastic! He can’t wait to go exploring.  He was really interested in how the tour guide 
showed how spray painting techniques, the movement of the spray cans really struck a chord with him.  Now he’s 
going to try to find some more of Roa - but he can’t quite remember where the tour guide told him more would 
be. Wait, did he tell him there was more around here? He can’t remember now.  He takes a look at notes he took, 
but they are scribbly at best, and aren’t really helpful.  He goes to have a coffee on brick lane and talks to the 
barista about it - but the barista doesn’t really know what he’s talking about.

2. Todd grabs his notepad - he sees a painting he really likes.  He rifles for a pen in his pocket and pulls it out to write 
down what the tour guide is saying - something about a jackhammer being used as a tool for art. He circles around 
the group for a better look.  Turns out the artist uses explosives these days. Cool. He’s fascinated by this piece.   
He takes out his camera, but he fumbles with the settings to get it to work.  What did the tour guide just say?  
Wait - never mind - there’s a cool piece on top of a pole? It’s so small though, and the tour guide isn’t talking about 
it.  Also any picture he takes can’t capture the uniqueness - the context - of this small piece. He asks the tour guide 
for more information, but he seems a little irritated, he’s a bit tired and it’s raining pretty hard.  Todd think the tour 
guide wants the tour to be over. He’s still wants to see more, though.

Scenarios

• Likes touching and experiencing art
• Has social conscience and is interested in local 

culture and its sustainability
• Has a mild curiosity in trying street art
• Loves to explore
• Would like to come back and take time to look at art

Context of usage

• Doesn’t stop at enough art that he intersted in
• Feels other people aren’t as involved
• Wants to have more interaction with guide and art

Pain points

High level of tech competency; high learnability; uses 
a DSLR to take good quality pictures, from different 
angles, would love to come back and take more pictures

Technology attitude

None

Accessibility issues

Knows about a few artists: Jonsi, Mobstr, ROA

Knowledge

He has visited before, but wanted to find more 
interesting stuff.

Motivation

This is great - what’s around that corner? Give me a hint! 
I like street art - it is so weird and wonderful!“ ”

personas, representing the main user groups ↑

↓ using online tools to develop requirements
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04
STREET ART EXPLORATION 
DEVICE DESIGN

Process (continued)
A number of design concepts 
were generated and we 
refi ned and iterated these until 
we had requirements for 3 
potential prototypes.  We used 
mood boards as sources 
of inspiration for physical 
interactions and other device 
characteristics.  Storyboards 
were created for each persona 
using the potential device.  
Finally, we produced three 
paper prototypes, before 
settling on the one which we 
would take forward.

We then mapped out the 
various functions, considering 
how tasks would be organised 
in each menu.  Sitemaps and 
wireframes were developed, 
and fi nally we prepared 
materials for evaluation 
with users.

Users were asked to think-
aloud while going through 
the screens on our paper 
prototype.  Comments and 
observations of behaviour 
were noted and additional 
feedback was gathered in a 
questionnaire.  A number of 
usability issues were identifi ed, 
which were ranked by severity.  
Finally we made a number of 
design improvements for further 
product development.

Tour guide Sza explains about some 
street art

But he isn’t sure what people are 
interested in

He views what notifications people 
have looked at

1 2

3 4

5 6

Sza connects with the group’s devices

He views that the sculpture shown 
previously was liked by more than 80%

Sza shows participants more sculptures

↗
paper

prototypes

a selection of annotated wireframes ↓

↑ storyboard for persona “Sza” indicating device features
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05
LONDON BUS STOP 
REDESIGN

Project overview
The group project brief was 
to rethink the basic design of 
the London bus shelter, and 
how it supports use by different 
communities of passengers for 
local bus services in London 
suburbs.  We were encouraged 
to think about comfort, 
convenience and safety, and 
how HCI could enhance 
passengers’ experience.

The other purpose of this 
project was to explore the 
ways that creative design 
techniques and tools might 
be used in the creative process, 
and in aiding us arrive at a 
design prototype with signifi cant 
novelty and utility.

Process
We conducted a number of 
observations at bus stops 
and on buses in suburban 
areas of London, in order to 
try to understand the different 
passenger groups throughout 
the day, and how they used the 
space around local bus stops.

After this initial user research, 
we carried out a number of 
ideation activities, fi rst to 
diverge and then to converge 
and fi nd a more concrete 
solution.  These included 
structured brainstorming, 
creativity triggers, constraint 
removal and analogical 
problem solving; each of 
which provided a number of 
interesting ideas.
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↓ early ideation workshops ↘ ↓ initial ideas sorted on Stormboard for remote working

↖ local bus stop observation (in-person and with Google StreetView) ↑

↓ some early user problems documented (from notes on mobile)



05
LONDON BUS STOP 
REDESIGN

Process (continued)
Personas (defi ned from our 
initial research) were used to 
help constrain requirements 
and make us mindful of our 
user groups.  After observation 
demonstrated many bus stops 
didn’t have shelters, we chose 
to develop the touchpoint of the 
pole and fl ag which has much 
scope for redesign, particularly 
with a view to providing more 
accessible information.

Our focus was on empathy 
with users, relevance and user 
experience, but in particular we 
sought to meet Dieter Rams’s 
principles of good design, 
concentrating on simplicity in 
form and function.

We observed that people were 
constantly on the lookout for 
their bus so frequently unable 
to do other things while waiting.  
This led to the inclusion of a 
‘stop’ button in our fi nal design, 
and audio-visual alerts when 
the bus was approaching.  
The top of the fl ag sees the 
numbers moved to the opposite 
side, which illuminate if a stop 
request has been made.

The other major change is 
the timetables on the post.  
The current timetable area is 
designed around the size of 
an A4 sheet of paper for easy 
replacement.  By substituting 
this for a screen and using 
real-time information, we were 
able to drastically simplify the 
information being displayed.
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And buses terminating 
in Ilford

→

fi nal design (→) 
moves numbers to 
vertical orientation 

on opposite side 
of pole for quick 
comprehension; 

illumination to 
indicate a ‘stop’ 

request; traditional 
aesthetic maintained 
as much as possible

↑ current timetable panes, often 
accompanied by alarming posters 
(presumably to take up space)

57Buses towards  
Clapham Park

MAYOR OF LONDON

463
Buses towards Pollards Hill

Fairfield Bus Station

Kingston / Eden Street

Cromswell Rd Bus Station

Norbiton Church

Kingston Hospital

Coombe Lane Traps Lane

Raynes Park

Wimbledon

South Wimbledon

Merton Bus Garage

Colliers Wood

Tooting Broadway

St Leonard’s Church

Streatham Hill

Telford Avenue

Clapham Park Atkins Rd

10 mins

journey times are based on latest travel information

You are here

15 mins

18 mins

20 mins

24 mins

39 mins

45 mins

47 mins

50 mins

Next buses:

1st 3 mins

2nd 12 mins

due in

due in

3rd 20 minsdue in

Traffic conditions on this route are currently good

is busy

is busy

is over-crowded

last updated at 12:47

Buses run approximately every 7-10 minutes

Last bus departs around 00:15

→

↑ vertical routes 
facilitate comprehension

N208 Buses from this stop towards 
Clapham Park

last updated at 12:47
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10 15 18 20 24 39 45 47 50
off peak 
journey time 
in minutes

You are here

STOP REQUESTED

Clapham Park Atkins Rd

Wimbledon

1st

2nd

3rd

13 mins

8 mins

Wimbledon
Seats available

17 mins

Maximum capacity. 
Please board the following bus if possible.

Minor delays are reported on this route
STOP REQUESTED

First bus: 05:35 (tomorrow)

Last bus: 00:12 (this evening)

Buses run every 7-10 mins

Minor delays are reported on this route

↑ timetables can be vastly simplifi ed by 
focussing on the important details

N208 Buses from this stop towards 
Clapham Park
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off peak 
journey time 
in minutes

You are here

STOP REQUESTED

last updated at 12:47 First bus: 05:35 (tomorrow)

Last bus: 00:12 (this evening)

Buses run every 7-10 mins

Minor delays are reported on this route

Clapham Park Atkins Rd

Wimbledon

1st

2nd

3rd

13 mins

17 mins

Wimbledon

Seats available

25 mins

Maximum capacity. 
Please board the following bus if possible.

Destination due in

MAYOR OF LONDON

↑ including real-time information about 
bus status (including seating)

H79

due

1st

112

3 
mins

2nd

68

3 
mins

3rd

102

3 mins
seats 
upstairs

available

299

due
standing 
only

occupied

299

2 mins
seats 
available

available

↑
considering other ways of 

displaying next bus information
↓

bus stop fl ag development ↗

timetable development ↘



05
LONDON BUS STOP 
REDESIGN

Process (continued)
The fi nal design proposal 
is presented opposite.  The 
timetable display is intended to 
be a high-contrast, low power 
e-ink colour screen which works 
well in strong daylight.  Apart 
from the ‘stop’ buttons, there 
is no user interaction; this was 
deliberate considering the 
diverse user base and the fact it 
should be able to be used by as 
many people as possible 
at once.

Information is sorted by route 
and actual bus positions 
indicated on the ‘spider map’.  
Simple graphics are used for 
quick comprehension.

Bus capacity and traffi c 
information is also provided 
so that passengers can better 
plan their routes and make 
adjustments accordingly.

Note: the next step would be 
to conduct user testing of this 
design, but this wasn’t part of 
the scope of this project.
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299

3 mins
seats 
available

available

184

4 mins
seats 
upstairs

available

102

You are here Bounds Green

184

299

Brownlow Road 
Bowes Road

2 mins

Powys Lane 
Broomfield Lane

3 mins

Cannon Hill 
Selbourne Road

7 mins

Albert Road 
Victoria Road

5 mins

Southgate11 mins

The Fairway16 mins

Bramley Road20 mins

From

Cockfosters
23 mins

102 End of 
route

184 End of 
route

299End of 
route

From

Edmonton Green
23 mins

Angel Corner 
for Silver Street

17 mins

North Middlesex 
Hospital

13 mins

Edmonton 
Cambridge Roundabout

11 mins

Palmers Green 
Green Lanes

7 mins
6 minsArnos Grove

9 minsBrookdale 
Hampden Way

13 minsHampden Square

19 minsEast Barnet Village

24 minsNew Barnet

30 minsHigh Barnet

32 minsBarnet 
Church

37 minsFrom 
Barnet 

Chesterfield Road

6 minsAlexandra Park Road 
St. Andrew’s Church

10 minsMuswell Hill 
Broadway

Durnsford Road 
Albert Road

3 mins

24 minsHampstead Garden Suburb 
Market Place

28 minsHenlys Corner

40 minsHendon Way 
The Vale

44 minsPennine Drive

51 minsBrent Cross 
Shopping Centre

19 minsEast Finchley

35 minsGolders Green

Alexandra Palace9 mins

Wood Green12 mins

Turnpike Lane19 mins

MAYOR OF LONDON

102

7 mins
seats 
upstairs

available

Next buses arriving

Route map

London Buses

Buses to Muswell Hill and beyond

299

Muswell Hill Broadway1st 3 mins
Standing room only

Bus to due in

Muswell Hill Broadway2nd 12 mins
Seats available

Muswell Hill Broadway3rd 25 mins
Seats available

towards Muswell Hill

First bus: 06:18 (tomorrow)

Last bus: 23:20 (this evening)

Buses run every 9-12 mins

STOP REQUESTED

102

Brent Cross Shopping Centre1st 7 mins
Seats available

Bus to due in

Golders Green2nd 19 mins
Seats available

Brent Cross Shopping Centre3rd 30 mins
Seats available

towards Brent Cross

First bus: 05:05 (tomorrow)

Last bus: 00:28 (this evening)

Buses run every 10-12 mins

STOP REQUESTED

184

Alexandra Palace1st 4 mins
Maximum capacity 

Please board the following bus if possible

Bus to due in

Turnpike Lane2nd 11 mins
Few seats available

Turnpike Lane3rd 28 mins
Seats available

towards Turnpike Lane

First bus: 05:35 (tomorrow)

Last bus: 00:12 (this evening)

Buses run every 12-15 mins

Minor delays are reported on this route

Muswell Hill Broadway1st 3 mins299

To DueBus

Alexandra Palace2nd 4 mins184

Brent Cross Shopping Cntr3rd 7 mins102

Turnpike Lane4th 11 mins184

Muswell Hill Broadway5th 12 mins299

Golders Green6th 19 mins102

Muswell Hill Broadway7th 25 mins299

Turnpike Lane8th 28 mins184

Brent Cross Shopping Cntr9th 30 mins102
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LONDON BUS STOP 
REDESIGN

Process (continued)
Grounded in our initial user 
research, this storyboard 
details how the new design  
can improve the experience  
for one passenger on an  
off-peak journey.
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Storyboard | Passenger sets off to meet a friend

3. She presses the ‘Stop’ button for her bus, as the 
corresponding number at the top of the post lights up

2. She glances at the timetable to see her next bus is 
8 minutes away

1. A woman walks to her local bus stop

5. A sound alert indicates the bus is due 6. The driver sees the number is lit and pulls over, allowing 
the passenger to board

4. The woman goes to sit down in the shelter and read  
her newspaper


